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MONOCEROS (MON) 
 

√ NGC RASC SAC CALD HER-400 O-HT O-SD Season Con Type R.A. H:m.s DEC ˚,' m_v Size " Comment 

               N. Monoceros 

√ 2264       H080 (8,05) T038   W Mon OC/EN 06:41.0 9.54 4.4 40  *XmasTree OC + Cone EN; 20* ~5m 10 Mon; brightest 7-11m 

√ 2261 R033 S069 C046            (4,2)     W Mon E/RN 06:39.2 8.44 var 2x1   Hubble's Variable Nebula; comet-shaped 

√ 2237-38-42 R032   C049         W Mon EN 06:32.3 5.03 - 80x60 # Rosette EN; very large; use neb. Filter (see also NGC 2244 OC) 

√ 2244   S068 C050 H078 (7,2)     W Mon OC 06:32.4 0.00 4.8 24.0 # Rosette OC, bright, use low power (see also NGC 2237 EN) 

               Central Monoceros 

√ 2301       H084 (6,27) T039   W Mon OC 06:51.8 0.28 6 15   "Hagrid's Dragon" OC; tight core, bright & obvious 

√ 2346           D034 W Mon PN 07:09.4 -0.48 11.8 >5000   Crimson Butterfly 

               S Monoceros - West 

√ 2232       H077 (8,25)     W Mon OC 06:27.2 -4.45 4.2 53    20* around 10 Mon, brightest 7-11m  

√ 2170           D029 W Mon RN 06:07.5 -6.24 – 2x2 ¤  RN in Mon R2 Cloud; Part of Ori-Eri superbubble 

√ 2149           D028 W Mon RN 06:03.5 -9.44 – 3x2 ¤  RN in Ori-A Cloud; Part of Ori-Eri superbubble 

               S Monoceros - East 

√ 2316           D032 W Mon E/RN 06:59.7 -7.46 – 4x3    "Cometary Nebula", NW of M50 

√ 2343       H089 (8,33)   D033 W Mon OC 07:08.1 -10.37 6.7 6   Double Mint, small, fairly bright & rich, wedge shape 

√ 2353       H090 (8,34)  T040   W Mon  OC 07:14.3 -10.16 7.1 18   Avery's Island , bright, condensed w. a 6m*, arc of 9-10m**, NE α CMa 

√ 2506     C054 H110 (6,37)     W Mon OC 08:00.2 -10.47 7.6 12   Small, tight OC; stars 11-20m, 3.5° NW 19 Pup, rich 800* 
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Monoceros HII Regions. 
 
      We’re well into this early December morning 
(2018-12-05, 02:00 CEST UT+1), after I’ve finished 
my observation of the λ-Orionis OB-association in 
the Angelfish Nebula.  
 

     Orion has now crossed the meridian, so next up I 
point my telescope towards the region E of 
Bernard’s Loop to start with a wide field view of the 
ionized gas clouds in the Monoceros-Orion region. 
This is one of my favorite areas in the night sky, rich 
with OB-associations, supernova remnants and 
gas/dust nebulae of all sorts (emission, reflection, 
dark). I’ve previously described the region’s OB-
associations starting here ff., and followed by more 
detailed overviews and obs-reports here: 
 

• Mon-OB1: Overview, 

                    Glass @ 44x,  Live video @136x 

• Mon-R1:    Overview,  Live video @ 136x 

• Mon OB2: Overview, Glass @34x 

• Mon-R2:    Overview, Live video @ 136x 

 
     Tonight, I’ll concentrate on the bright emission 
nebulae surrounding the MON OB-1 and OB-2 
associations using my NV gear, as these nebulae are 
hard to observe with glass eyepieces and live video 
(without stacking), and as the reflection nebulae (R1 
and R2 regions) are pretty much out of reach for NV. 
 

     I start with an overview of western MON using NV 
at 1x (unity) magnification. With a 12nm Hα filter in 
the nose, I get a great 40° view of the field, including 
all of the Orion OB associations and associated 
ionized clouds towards the W (Angel Fish, Bernard’s, 
Flame-Dagger, Sword), plus the major Monoceros 
OB associations with their ionized clouds below the 
feet of Pollux towards the E (Fox Fur, Rosette). The 
Sh2-273 Fox Fur nebula is faint but visible around ‘S 
Mon’ aka 15-Mon in the Xmas Tree cluster, while the 
Sh2-275 “Rosette” nebula is an obvious bright patch 
with the foreground star 12-Mon close to the center.   
 
     What a wonderful sight !  

 

https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8190017
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8190118
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8191876
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8193735
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8214779
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8214788
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8234597
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8234603
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8332154
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/?p=8332171
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Monoceros  
OB1 – R1 

 
 
 
 

 

     Starting from the N, I first zoom in on Sh2-273, the 
extensive molecular cloud complex spanning >2° on 
the night sky S of the feet of Pollux.  At the E edge of 
this HII cloud is seen a large arc of nebulosity that is 
probably a large windblown shell or supernova 
remnant (SNR); at the W edge of this shell structure 
is located Mon R1 with the reflection nebulae NGC 
2245 & 2247, which I have previously observed using 
glass, but that is out of reach with a narrowband Hα 
filter.  
 

     Cradled by the E nebula arc is the Mon OB1 
association (NGC2274) at a distance of 0.76 Kpc in our 
own local spiral arm. This is a very young association 
(only ~3 Myr) with the massive multiple O7-V star S 
Mon (15 Mon) as its primary member featuring a 
close O9.5-V secondary companion. The Mon OB1 
contains >17 mid to late type-B stars concentrated in 
two cloud core “clumps”:  one around and just SW of 
S Mon, and another just N of the tip of the Cone DN. 
These two sub- clusters also both have many 
intermediate and low mass (<3 Msolar) new-born stars, 
which have been studied intensively due to their 
relative proximity and lack of significant foreground 
extinction.  
 

     S-Mon is the primary ionizing source of Sh2-273, 
including objects like the “Fox Fur” nebula 
immediately W of S-Mon, and the bright rimmed 
“Cone” nebula to the S. 
 

SNR 
Shell 



 
 
 
  

 

 

 
     I now switch to my 80mm refractor, and find the best framing for NGC 2264 to be at 44x magnification in ~1° FOV (using my 
Zeiss/CZJ 25mm ortho EP). The outline of the ice-cream cone (aka the upside / down Xmas Tree) is clearly seen, and I try to 
glimpse both the ionized HII regions to the N as well as the dark nebulosity to the S of the cluster, -- but I can’t coax them out. 
 

     In goes my OIII visual narrow-band filter, which admittedly is rather aggressive on my small refractor, but is still useful at low 
magnifications to reduce the sky glow and enhance contrast. The filter passes the two doubly ionized oxygen lines of emission 
nebulae (496 and 501nm), and with some effort, persistence and averted vision I am now able to spot a very faint haze of 
nebulosity around the brightest star S Mon (a O7 IV/V subgiant variable 4.5m-9.3m) as well as a small string of hot stars ~10’ to 
the SW of S Mon: from V641 Mon (a B1.5 IV subgiant), over V684 Mon (a B4 Dwarf) to HD261810 (a B1 Dwarf). This brightest 
region in the N part of the NGC 2264 nebulosity is also known as the ”Fox Fur” nebula. 
 

     To the south in the cluster is the bright star on top of the Xmas Tree: HD47887 (a 7m B2 III giant), paired with a 9m HD161903 
(a B8 V main sequence dwarf). Just S of this pair is the Cone nebula (LDN 1607), a large dark pillar of cool HI gas and dust, whose 
tip is ionized by the strong UV stellar wind from the nearby hot massive O7 subgiant S MON. I looked for the dark cone, but I 
couldn’t see it (which means, in a way, I did in fact see, but..., you know what I mean). More specifically I looked for the ionized 
tip of the cone, but still I wasn’t able to spot that either, using my glass eyepieces and filters alone. 
 

NGC 2264 @ Higher Magnification 
 

             Time to click over to my small R2 ccd/lcd CCTV!  It is now 02:45 early AM  local, (UT+1); the clouds have collapsed and the 
wind has exhausted itself, leaving a relatively calm, cool and clear night sky with a NELM @ 5.1m (SQM 18.1), a humidity down 
at 60% and a temp of 5° C; A perfect night for exploring the universe!  I click over to the R2 camera for live video at 5s exp (gain 
36 db, ave 1); to properly frame the whole extent of NGC 2264 at the cam’s image scale of 0.3’ FOV in 136x mag., I have to make 
a composite drawing of three overlapping video fields. 
 

     I start my sweep from the north with a view of S Mon and surroundings; this is indeed - as W. Smyth has described it - “a 
magnificent star field”!  S Mon itself is a luminous (14.500x sun) spectral type O7 class V-IV transitional subgiant, just caught in 
the act of moving off the main sequence. It belongs to a small cluster of young ( ~3 Myr) OB stars: ∑ 950. S Mon has a tight C-
component (Aa-C, PA:16 °,  16”), which I can just resolve, and  some further components in a multiple group, which I have 
indicated on my detail drawing as they showed up in my 80mm refractor. In fact, S Mon is best described as a quadruple system 
(Aa-B-C) consisting of mostly early, massive and brilliant blue-white stars of type O7, B7, B8 and A6 (the wide pairs to the south 
of S Mon are probably not gravitationally bound to the AaB-C core system). 
 

     Sweeping south, I now move past the chain of early B-stars (from V641 Mon to HD 261810), that is at the centre of the brightest 
patch of the Sh2-273 HII cloud.  I have an Astronomik CLS CCD filter in the nose of my R2 camera to eliminate the LP in my 
suburban backyard, and with this setup I can verify the “Fox Fur” nebulosity,  that I glimpsed in my wide field observation using 
only glass eyepieces + a OII filter. 
 

     Moving further south, I come across a small star-rich area N of HD47887 at the tip of the Xmas tree. This is the position of the 
“Snowflake” OC, a rich group of young (0.1-5 Myr) T-Tauri protostars, still in the process of contracting from surrounding 
accretion discs, and settling in to become core hydrogen burners on the main sequence. The TT protostars have begun warming 
up, but are currently only visible in near-IR and Hα light. -- But having seen IR photos of the area, I know for sure they are hiding 
there, in those cool HI gas clouds! (I’ve marked the area with a circle on my drawing). 
 

     A final step south takes me to the pre-main sequence B2 III giant: HD47887, where the top of the XMas Tree meets the tip of 
the Cone Dark Nebula. At first, I can’t make out the contours of the cone, but the absence of stars in the triangular area below 
HD47887 is evident. By turning up the gain and averaging of the CCTV camera to max levels, I am however able to clearly see 
both the ionized top of the cone, as well as the edges of the dark pillar of cold hydrogen and dust, that is being carved out by the 
strong UV solar wind radiated by the S Mon quadruple complex. A fantastic sight!! 
 

     All-in-all the NGC 2264 areas of ionized glowing gas intermixed with dark nebulae of neutral HI and dust, and with embedded 
nurseries of TT-stars and hot OB giants sculpturing the ISM – WOW, what a treasure chest for astronomical observation! 
 

     But there are more treasures in MON OB1 (“there is another one!”)... 
 
 
 
 

S Mon 

HD47887 

Monoceros OB-1 : NGC 2264 
 

     I start my observation with a wide field view of the northern Monoceros area; in my Zeiss 
10x56mm Bino (6° TFOV), the core of MON OB1 (NGC 2264) is clearly seen ca 3½° SSW of Xi Gem, 
the southernmost foot of the eastern twin: Pollux. The OC in Mon NGC 2264 shows up as a tiny 
”ice-cream cone” in my bino as well as in my telescopic wide field RACI view (N up), with the hot 
15 aka S Monocerotis as the ”cherry” on top of the cone. The OC is however more conventionally 
described as seen in the upside-down view (N down) through a traditional star diagonal;  In this 
view the cluster is likened to a Xmas Tree, with the brightest star S Mon forming  the trunk, and 
the second brightest member of the cluster HD 47887 as the star at the tip of the tree top. 
 

 

V641 
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     N2264 is a young (~3 Myr) large, and 
bright open cluster, embedded in an 
emission nebula.  
 

     The open cluster is the core of the 
larger Mon-OB1 association, which is 
easily visible to the naked eye and also 
well resolved already in binoculars; The 
nebula, however, can only be detected 
visually as a faint haze around the 
brightest star 15 aka S Mon.  
 

     S Monocerotis is a tight double of 
main-sequence stars with types O7 + 
B1.5, both ionizing sources for the EN. 
The nebula emission is brightest 
around S Mon, stretching SW towards  
a group of early type-B stars .  
 

     More extension and details can be 
glimpsed using a nebula filter, and of 
course a Hα narrowband filter (with 
image intensifier) really shows the 
whole “Fox Fur” pelt stretched out 
from S Mon down to the top of the 
Cone dark nebula.  
 

     As seen in my 4” with astro-Amici 
diagonal, the OC looks like an ice cream 
cone with S Mon as a cherry on the top, 
and soft ice leaking out of the base 
around the Cone dark nebula  ’finger’... 
 
 
     Further down SW of the Cone DN, I 
can spot the faint nebulosity of N2262; 
Herschel’s Variable Nebula.  I’ll return 
to that object after a closer look at 
N2264. 
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Zeiss 100/640 APQ 
TV 41mm PAN + 6nm Hα Filter 
 Photonis 4G Intens PVS14 NVD 
iPhone Xs, NightCap app v.9.9 
Exp.: 1s, Ave. 40s, ISO5000, Gain: High. 
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Monoceros OB-1 
NGC 2261: Hubble’s Variable Nebula 

 

       The time is now past 03:30 in the morning, as I end my observation of the Cone Dark Nebula in NGC 2264. 

There is however another nebulous object in Mon OB1, that I want to pay a visit before I call it a night. To get 
there, I first pan down from the top of the Cone Nebula (HD47888) due S ca. 1.5° to a tight double star: STF 
953 (Mag 7.1|7.7m, PA 331°, Sep 7.3”). The double is not quite resolved at 44x in the CZJ O-25mm EP, that I 
use as a finder. Placing the ~7m double just outside the NE edge of the ~1° field of my 25mm ortho, I now have 
the location of the nebula close to the center of the field. What I see at the center is a pair of 11-12m stars in 
ca 2’ separation, where the SW “component” is noticeably “softer”. There’s a right angle of three ~10m stars 
to the SE of the “fake double”, which helps me identify the target. The softer star is the variable R Monocerotis 
(R Mon). 
 

     The night will be turning into astronomical dawn in just 1½ hour, so I click straight over to the R2 live video 
camera to start my close up (136x) observation of the soft star in the central pair. Already at low settings (5s, 
36db, 2 dnr) the soft star reveals a small faint fan of nebulosity stretching up N, and as the image stabilizes in 
~30sec, the nebulosity gets brighter and starts to look exactly like what O’Meara has described as: “the head 
of a match just beginning to ignite”.  
 

     What I’m seeing is a small reflection nebula discovered by W. Herschel in 1783, and which has spooked 
astronomers for the following decades due to its irregular fluctuations in brightness (5.5-13m) over a time scale 
from a few weeks to months. On top of this, the nebula shows rapid displacement of details by up to 1” in just 
a few days. Fast forward to 1966, when the object was finally described as a “cocoon nebula” – the newborn 
star R Mon (actually a tight binary type B + T-Tauri) being enveloped in a dense opaque disk of gas that spirals 
into the star, with two jets being ejected at right angles to the disc. The stellar wind and jets light up and 
hollow out cones in the surrounding gas clouds, while dragging dark filaments of dust in spirals inside the cone 
walls. This is what creates the flickering shadows in the N cone, which we see as a variable fan-shaped 
reflection nebula (the S cone is presumably totally obscured by dust).  
 

     For max detail I now push the camera settings to max levels of gain and averaging (44.8db, 6 dnr); the fan 
now reveals a bright (~12m) core to the S, like a comet head: the position of R Mon. From the core I can see 
the triangular hollow cone stretching up N. The cone edges are obviously brighter, and especially the W wall 
shows subtle details in contours and brightness. This is indeed an extraordinary and unique sight, not quite 
like anything else in the night sky. 
 

      R Mon is one of just a handful of YSOs (Young Stellar Objects) bright enough to study in amateur 
telescopes, the (closest other candidate being NGC 1999 in ORI OB1c --the V380-Orionis cocoon aka the Rubber 
Stamp nebula). In R Mon the molecular cloud has gravitationally collapsed into a tight binary protostar, which 
is still completely buried in its surrounding envelope. The collapse has resulted in a spin-up of the protostar 
with creation of an accretion disk. This in turn has wound up strong magnetic vortices along the rotational 
axis, leading to the ejection of bipolar jets, which has carved out cone-shaped voids in the surrounding 
molecular cloud “cocoon”. At the same time the energy from the gravitational collapse and accretion has 
heated up R Mon so it is now emitting light that is escaping predominantly along the polar axis, illuminating 
the cones from the inside. R Mon is currently showing bursts in brightness due to the combined effects of 
contraction and mass accretion, as it moves towards the HR main sequence to become a hydrogen fusing 
newborn star.  --   A star being born… Marvelous!! 

 

 

R Mon 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V380_Orionis


  

 

 

Monoceros R1 
 

       It’s an hour past midnight in mid-November (2017-11-13, 01:15 Local UT+1); I’m out in my suburban 
backyard with my 80mm Vixen refractor to have a closer look at the north-western part of the nearby and 
huge molecular cloud complex in the MON OB1 Gould Belt formation in Monoceros. I’ve previously 
described my observation of the objects in the NE part (the Sh2-273 cloud with the Xmas Tree OC, the Fox 
Fur emission nebula, and the Cone Dark Nebula), so tonight I’d focus on the NW part: the Monoceros R1 
complex, including the CR95 OC, the IC 446 and IC 447 reflection nebula plus the B38 and B37 dark nebulae. 
     

     The conditions this early morning is typical for a starry night in Danish autumn: a high humidity (actually 
100% tonight) and a fast temperature drop from 2°C towards and past the freezing pt. (and the dew point). 
I have improved the dew caps on my scope and finders, but the eyepieces are always a problem in this 
season, as they tend to dew up from eyeball-moisture (nothing a Kleenex can’t fix though). The weather is 
calm with the moon below the horizon and a NELM @ 5.1 (SQM 18.2), so I’m good to go for Mon R1! 
         

     I start by panning the refractor using my 2” 32mm Masuyama finder eyepiece (34x @ 2.5° field) from 
the eastern foot of Pollux (Ksi Gem), 1½° FOV SSW to the Xmas Tree; I then turn right at S Mon and continue 
a good 1° W past a 6m star (HD46709) and further on 1° to a small lambda-shaped asterism; This is the core 
of the Collinder 95 OC, which marks the position of the IC 446/447 molecular cloud complex (aka. IC 
2167/2169). The lambda-shape of the brightest (9-10m) stars in Cr 95 is evident in the 25mm EP, with the 
N tip of the lambda being the ~8m star V727, which is illuminating the IC 447/NGC 2169 reflection nebula. 
I see no trace of nebulosity in the field though, the closest being a faint haze at the position of IC 446 to 
the N in the field, but this looks more like a tight group of tiny stars close to the limit of resolution, and not 
a reflection nebula. I also look for the southern part of the Bernard 37 dark nebula, which I know is 
extending a "finger" down W of IC 446 (I’ve marked the position on my drawing). There are no faint stars 
(<10m) in the area of the Bernard DN in my FOV, but as I can’t detect the borders of the DN, I won’t say 
that I’ve actually seen the nebula... 
 
 
 

  For a closer study of the area, I now click over to my R2 CCTV live video, where I start panning the view 
from CR 95 up N.--  Collinder 95 is a young sparse OC with the brightest member located to the N in the 
group: the eclipsing beta-Lyr variable V727 Mon (HD46005). This B8 V dwarf is the main star illuminating 
the enclosing IC 447/2169 reflection nebula, – but I can see no clear trace of nebulosity in my video session. 
     

     Panning N past a triangle of ~9m stars, I arrive at an area, where the stellar field is divided in two by an 
N-S patch without any stars: this is a “dark finger” (LDN 1607-1606) that reaches down from the Barnard 
B37 cloud of dark dust and gas. There’s a small “peninsula” of stars protruding from the E into the dark 
area, and this is the position of the IC 446 reflection nebula. The nebula is faintly visible in live video as a 
hazy halo around the 11.15m type B2.5 main sequence dwarf TYC 737-255-1. Just below IC 446 is another 
interesting object:  VY Mon, a type Herbig A5e/Be pre main seq. massive YSO. 
   

     Finally, panning E now from IC 446, I come to a large triangle of 7-8m stars, which is the home of two 
small reflection nebulae:  the star in the middle is surrounded by NGC 2247, while NGC 2245 is located just 
W of the star to the S (HD 46265). Both nebulae are visible in live video, 2247 being the faintest (yet still 
unambiguously detected), while 2245 is outstandingly obvious, looking like a small cometary nebula with 
a bright nucleus (a ~9m star?) and a broad fan-shaped “tail” towards the SW. 
     

     I’m wondering why I didn’t plot NGC 2245 on my purely visual drawing using the 25mm ortho, -- I’m 
thinking it should be visible at least as a stellar point at 44x? Also, I’m wondering if the star hiding in NGC 
2245 could be a YSO, like the variable R Mon in NGC 2261? I haven’t found any information on this; – All-
in-all I find MON R1 a diverse and interesting area for observation! 
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The Rosette: NGC 2244 OC + NGC 2237-38-46 EN 
 
     It’s an hour past midnight, local (UT+1), in late November (2017-11-23); The new moon is in the Teapot (Sagittarius) below the 
horizon in the W, but there’s a fresh breeze sweeping in from the S, swinging the coconut shell against the hollow bamboo tubes of 
our wind chime. The breeze brings mild air (8°C) from central Europe, which has reduced the humidity to a tolerable 88%, -- still 
above the dew point, and I’ll trade that any night for the annoyance of the breeze also playing with the pages of my Interstellarum 
DS atlas. The NELM right now is at 5.1m (SQM 18.1), and the transparency and seeing are both above medium, so I’m definitely GO 
for the Unicorn tonight! 

 
 
 
     

     The star hop to Monoceros OB-2 is easy: from the S foot of Pollux (Ksi Gem) in the Twins, 
I follow a line along four ~4.5m stars stretching 10° down SW : from Ksi Gem to S Mon (at the 
root of the Xmas tree), then via 15 and 13 Mon to Eps Mon. The heart of the Rosette nebula 
(with the NGC2244 central OC) is located right between 13 and Eps Monocerotis, a small 
notch to the SE. 
 

     The NGC2244 OC is seen already in my 10x56mm bino (6° field), as a group of five 7-8m 
members plus one brighter 6m star (12 Mon, which is however a foreground star). A nice 
view! 
 

     Switching to my Mas-32mm EP (34x @ 2½° FOV), I now start a wide field drawing of MON 
OB2; This eyepiece nicely frames NGC2244, but I need to overlap it with another field to the 
E to include the Collinder OCs that are found in the MON OB2 association, so I decide to 
make a composite drawing of two eyepiece fields covering a total of ca. 3½°. 
 

The Rosette OC (N2244) and EN (N2237-38-46) 
 

     I start with the W part of the wide field view: the NGC2244 OC central to the Rosette EN. 
At 34x the cluster shows up as an obvious but loose rectangular congregation in the wide 
field of open clusters, that all feature several young, bright hot blue stars of type O and early 
B; The family of MON OB2 clusters were created in a sequential subgroup formation, starting 
with Cr 107 (age 15 Myr), followed by Cr 106 (5 Myr) and then finally and recently (a few 
hundred Kyr ago): the central NGC2244 OC, right out of the delivery room, and still shrouded 
in its bed sheets of gas and dust (the Rosette). 
 

     The Rosette emission nebula (NGC 2237-38-46) is primarily ionized by two ultra-hot (~50 
KK) rare type O3.5 V stars: the 6.7m star HD16150 at the center of the rectangle of stars, plus 
the 7.2m star HD46223 just SW of 12 Mon; I’ve marked these stars on my drawing, but there 
are several other hot type-O stars in the cluster (as can be seen in a drawing I made of 
NGC2244 in 2015 using my 55/440mm Vixen FL-scope). I now try to catch a glimpse of the 
Rosette EN from my suburban backyard, using OIII and UHC filters; – there is, maybe, a hint 
of a shadow of… something, around the 2244 cluster as seen with the UHC, but my sighting 
is a far cry from definitive, and certainly not firm enough that I can fix it on my drawing. 
Instead, I’ve drawn the circular outline of the area of nebulosity, so I know where to look 
next time I try to chase down this elusive ghost. 
 

The Collinders: Cr 107 >  106 > N2244 
 

    Moving one eyepiece field east, I now have NGC2244 at the W border of the FOV, and the 
two main Collinder open clusters (106 to the N, 107 to the S) in the E part of the FOV. (Smack 
in the center of the field I discover a small fuzzy patch, -- I’ll return to that in a moment). 
 

     Prominent in the oldest, northern cluster CR106 is the 6.1m star HD47129, also known as 
Plaskett’s Star or V640 Mon. This is one of the most massive (spectroscopic) binary star 
systems known, each star 40-50x solar mass. The two huge, blue class O8 supergiant 
members orbit each other at about half the Earth-Sun distance in a period of only 14.4 days.  
Both show strong stellar winds, which collide in the middle and produce a cloud around the 
stars. I’ve marked this most interesting object on my drawing. CR106 is a loose open cluster 
containing ~14 members. 
 

     Switching my attention now to the much younger, southern cluster Cr107, two brighter 
stars catch my attention: the 6.1m B1 Ib supergiant HD47240 to the N, and the 7.1m B0 III 
giant HD47382 in a “Mickey Mouse” group to the S. Cr107 may not be a true open cluster, 
but rather part of a larger spiral filament of field stars. 
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A Tale of Two Triples 
 
 

     As mentioned, central in the eastern field I “discovered” a tiny hazy object (at 34x), which at higher magnifications (from 43x, CZJ 
O-25mm) turned out to be a spectacular close triple star forming an almost perfect equilateral triangle. Of course, checking my star 
maps, it turned out that F. G. Wilhelm Struve had already around 1850 cataloged this nice triple of 8m type B stars as STF939 .  Here’s 
the data: A: type B 0.5 IV, B:type B9 and C: type B8 V; A-B: 8.3m | 9.2m,  30” Sep., 106° PA, and  A-C:   --  |  9.4m, 39.5” Sep.,  50° PA. 
 
     My “discovery” of STF939 prompted me to revisit another well-known triple in the neighborhood: the ~4m STF919 (Beta 
Monocerotis or HD45725). This is a tight triple, with the components all being almost identical 6-7x solar mass white type Be stars 
(i.e., hydrogen fusing main sequence dwarfs with circumstellar disks/shells).  W. Herschel, discovered this triple back in 1781, and 
described it as: "one of the most beautiful sights in the heavens." Here’s the data for Beta Mon: A-B: 4.6m | 5.0m, 7.1” Sep., 133° PA; 
A-C:  -- | 5.4m, 9.8” Sep., 125° PA. 
 

     I enclose my drawings of the two triples (right). 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

The Rosette OC (N2244) 

     All in all, Mon OB2 contains >70 high mass stars, 7 of type-O and 24 of type-B; The brightest star in 
the field, the 5.6m 12 Mon, is a type K0 red giant foreground star, while its neighbour, the hot 7.3m type-
O4 V main sequence star (1), is the brightest true member of the Rosette OC. 
     NGC2244 in Mon OB2 is roughly the same age as the central cluster NGC2264 in Mon OB1 in our Local 
spiral arm, but Mon OB2 is much more distant at ~1.7 Kpc (5 Kly) towards the outer Perseus spiral arm.  
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The Rosette EN (N2237-38-46) 

 

     From Sh2-273(the “Fox Fur”) I now pan S to the 
extended Sh2-275 emission nebula (the “Rosette”): a large 
bright HII-region with a central cavity evacuated by stellar 
winds from the Mon OB2 association. On the way I first 
pass a fainter arc of nebulosity close to the NE of the 
Rosette: this is a small S part of the large Monoceros Loop, 
a ~100.000 Yr. young supernova shell (SNR). 
 

     On the night sky the Rosette Nebula is about as large as 
the great Orion Nebula (M42), but as it is 3x as far away, it 
is intrinsically also 3x larger (115 Ly diameter) than our 
neighbour M42 (40 Ly diameter).  
 
 
 

     The Rosette emission nebula (NGC 2237-38-46) is 
primarily ionized by strong UV radiation from two ultra-hot 
(~50 KK) rare type O3.5 V stars: the 6.7m star HD16150 at 
the center of the rectangle of stars, plus the 7.3m star 
HD46223 just SW of the foreground star 12 Mon (more on 
the early type-O plus the interesting huge, blue O8 
supergiant double HD47129 aka. Plaskett’s Star here.. 
 

     The Rosette EN shows a somewhat brighter patch to the 
E (NGC2246) and couple of others to the W (NGC2237), 
while the central cluster of the OB2 association has been 
catalogued as NGC2244, with the brightest (foreground) 
star 12-Mon also designated NGC2239 (still confusing, 
yes?).  In the NW quadrant of the Rosette several dark 
veins can be spotted; These are caused by obscuring dust 
bands containing many Bok Globules. 
 

     The Rosette EN can be glimpsed with averted vision 
using a 4” refractor from a dark site; Larger apertures and 
an UHC-filter will help greatly, and if that is not available, a 
Hα-filter + intensifier will do the job just fine, even from a 
light polluted suburban backyard. 
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     N2301 is a ~110 Myr young open cluster, located close by at ~0.8 Kpc down our Local Ori-Cyg spiral 
arm. The OC is seen at the center of a sprawling pattern of stars forming a wide cross that is easily 
interpreted as a serpent with wings, -- a flying  dragon diving down head first towards the S and with 
a long tail trailing up N. 
 

     The N2301 OC has ~100 members, and in the core (forming the body of the Dragon) is found the 
brightest star: a double with a yellow G8 subgiant main plus a white type-A0 companion. The color-
magnitude diagram (CMD) is typical for a very young OC, with the brightest main-sequence star being 
of type-B9. 
 
     The N2301 ‘Dragon’ is visible in already in 7x50 binoculars and in low magnification rich-field views, 
where it is seen on the rich stellar background of the Milky Way disc.  The cluster is a splendid sight in 
small telescopes, -- one of the most beautiful Monoceros OCs, next to the Xmas Tree and the Rosette. 
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NGC 2346 PN 
The Butterfly  
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     N2346 is a bipolar planetary 
nebula found a good ½° SW of 
the 4.5m δ Mon on the night sky. 
In the Milky Way galaxy, it is 
located at 0.9 Kpc distance down 
our Local Ori-Cyg spiral arm. 
 

     The central star (HD293373) 
is a bright ~11-13m variable giant 
of type A0 with a hot blue type-
O subdwarf close companion, 
which is ionizing the  faint 
nebulosity around the star. 
 

     Most of the material ejected 
in the post-AGB phase of the 
blue subdwarf was expelled in a 
torus in the E-W plane of the 
system, and subsequently stellar 
winds inflated the two bubbles 
of gas: one up N and the other 
down S, forming the ‘wings’ of 
the butterfly PN. 
 
 

     In my small 4” scope at 12x 
mag., the CSPN (central star of 
the PN) was clearly seen as an 
~11m star; At 31x mag. (and 
zoom-in on the iPhone), the PN 
torus showed up elongated E-W, 
and I could glimpse the base of 
the two ‘butterfly wing’ bubbles 
inflated by stellar winds in the N-
S direction, above and below the 
CS in the PN torus. 
 

    Visual obs. of this object will 
benefit from high mag., a dark 
sky -- and plenty of patience... 
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S. Monoceros - West  
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     The 10 Monocerotis cluster is a wide, sparse OC with ~20 members located 2½°due N of β Mon. The OC is only 
0.4 Kpc from the solar system in our Local spiral arm. 
 

     N2232 is a young OC (age only ~25 Myr), with the brightest star being the 5m 10 Mon of type-B2, and several 
stars of late B and early A on the main sequence.  
 

     The brighter stars (of 7-8m) are seen in three ‘chains’ dangling down S from 10 Mon; The OC is well resolved in 
7x50 binos, as well as in small scopes at low power. Especially the group of stars around 10 Mon is a beautiful sight! 
 

     Several stars with debris disks from icy terrestrial planet formation(X-ray and IR-emission from warm dust) have 
been detected in N2232; I’ve marked one: the type-A2 main sequence star HD45435 W of 10 Mon. 
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Seagull 
     The Milky Way disc slices NW->SE through Monoceros, from the feet of Pollux in Gemini, past Delta Monocerotis and 
down above Canis Major to Puppis. There are some stellar associations plus clouds of interstellar gas and dust in the 
plane of the galactic arms, including Mon OB1 and Mon R1 plus CMa OB2 and Mon R2, but also clear “windows” in 
between with views to open clusters. 
 

     North of Monoceros OB2 with the Rosette Nebula we find on the night sky: Mon OB1 (with the Xmas Tree OC, Fox 
Fur EN and Cone DN),  and Mon R1 (with Cr95, IC2169 and B37). South-East of Monoceros R2 and the Southern Filament, 
we find on the night sky: CMa OB1 (with several OB open clusters and the Seagull EN). 
 

     In between Mon OB2/R1 and CMa OB1 on the night sky are located several dark cloud filaments with star formation 
and associated reflection nebulosity triggered by the expanding Orion-Eridanus superbubble, as shown on the image 
below. Examples of such small reflection nebulae are N2182 (vdB 72) and N2170 (vdB 67) in Mon R2 and N2149 just 
south of Mon R2. 
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     Mon R2 is the second, large association of reflection nebulae (RN) in Monoceros (I’ve described the 
first (Mon R1) previously). The R2 area contains an elongated, extended molecular cloud harboring one of 
the closest, massive star forming regions to the Sun, with several dark nebulae (Lynd L1643, 1644, 1645, 
1646), embedded stellar nurseries, plus a 2° long chain of reflection nebulae illuminated by type B and A 
stars (NGC 2170, 2182, 2183, 2185), 
 

     The distance to Mon R2 is ~0.83 Kpc, and the age of the reflection nebulae is very young, only ~6-10 
Myr. The illuminating stars were born inside the Monoceros R2 Molecular Cloud (as opposed to just 
passing through a dense interstellar medium (as we see it currently with the Pleiades moving group at the 
outskirts of the Taurus Molecular Cloud). 

     In projection on the celestial sphere, Mon R2 is located just east of the Orion system of molecular 
clouds, but though the Orion MC complex is a factor two closer to the Sun (distance ~0.46 Kpc), the 
two regions may nonetheless be linked by an expanding Super Shell; This shell (GSH 238+00+09) was 
possibly created by one or more supernova explosions in the Cr121 OC in CMa, that cleared the cavity 
into which the later Gum and Eridanus bubbles are now expanding, and also triggered the shock-
induced star formation in the Orion and Monoceros molecular cloud regions. 
 

     The core of the illuminated nebula region of Mon R2 is located around vdB67 and vdB 69, where the 
illuminating stars are of early type B: B1V (the earliest) for BD-06 1415 in vdB67, B2.5V for BD-06 1418 
in vdB69 and B3 for BD-06 1431 in vdB72. 
  

 

     Between the reflection patches of vdB67 and 
vdB69 lies the rich Mon R2 star cluster with >475 
massive young stars, still embedded in compact 
interstellar dust showing emission from  magnetic 
jets and dust streamers in IR as well as molecular 
hydrogen  (HII). 
 
 

     It’s 2018-01-17, 22:30 UT+1, and I’m out in our 
suburban backyard to finish the study of Monoceros 
R2, using my 3” Vixen refractor. I decide to go 
straight to live video at 136x magnification for a 
close-up view of the objects in the core region of 
MON R2 (vdB67 and 69), then pan the video one 
field E to vdB72.  (The two easternmost reflection 
nebulae in the chain: NGC 2185/83, are considerably 
fainter, so I won’t try to catch those in this 
observation. I’ll piece together my drawing of MON 
R2 from the pan over two FOVs with the R2 camera. 
 

     The western (core) part of R2 is the most 
interesting region, with the nebula around the B1 
star in vdB67 (NGC2170) being clearly visible, while 
the nebulosity around the B2.5 star in vdB69 is 
considerably fainter and requires more effort to 
detect. The MON R2 star cluster is located right 
between these two reflection nebulae, but it is 
unfortunately not detectable in visible light (apart 
from a “spine” of 5 stars), nor am I able to detect the 
HII emission nebula and dark dust nebula in the area. 
 

     Panning to the eastern part of R2, the reflection 
in the dust around the B3 star of vdB72 (NGC2182) 
is however visible, and around midway in luminosity, 
as compared to vdB67 and 69. 
 

     All-in-all an interesting close by region of star 
birth, though the reflection nebulae probably will 
require large apertures and dark skies to study 
visually with glass eyepieces only. 
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Monoceros R2:  
NGC 2170 & NGC 2149 

 
 

    The Orion-Monoceros molecular cloud 
complex (MCC)  was created when several 
supernovae in the Ori-OB1d association 
around 10 Myr ago pushed out the Orion-
Eridanus Superbubble.  
 

     It is located 15° below the Milky Way 
plane toward the outer galaxy, and 
contains several large clouds of gas and 
dust (Ori-A, Ori-B and Mon-R2), as well as 
many smaller cloud filaments and patches 
with embedded type early-B stars, that 
can illuminate the surroundings as small 
reflection nebulae. 
 

     N2170 and N 2149 are examples of such 
small reflection nebulae; N2149 has a 
12.5m central star with a fainter 
companion towards SW, while N2170 
looks like a ‘fuzzy’ 9m star in a shroud of 
faint nebulosity. 
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S. Monoceros - East  
 

CMa OB1 – R1 
 
 

       Tracing the Milky Way further down south, we now come across a very rich part of our local galaxy arm: right on the border between Monoceros and Canis Major, at a distance of ~1 Kpc, we find the CMa OB1/R1 
association with several open clusters, one large plus a handful of smaller ionized hydrogen clouds lit up by more than 17 hot young massive stars (4 of type O), and a generous handfull of reflection and dark nebulae 
thrown in for good measure.  
 
     Here at 56⁰ N latitude in early January at 22h local time, CMa OB1 is still low  ~15⁰ Alt. in the SE  (culminating at 23⁰ Alt. ~1h past midnight). I find it easiest to locate CMa-OB1 by star hopping from Sirius (just above 
my neighbor’s rooftop), first up to the nose (Theta) of the big doggie, and then paning east 2½⁰ till I hit upon the star rich area. The area is spectacular, strewn with many ~6m young hot stars and knots of open 
clusters, -- even as seen at 6½ x magnification using a TV 55mm Plössl eyepiece in my 60mm f/6 finder. 
 
   Prominent among the OCs in the CMa OB1 area are NGC 2353 (76 Myr, 1.2 Kpc) plus the younger NGC 2343 and 2335 (both ~20 Myr and 1.2 Kpc), but most spectacular (at least in narrowband Hα) are the gas 
clouds at ~1 Kpc distance from which are born the dozens of young and massive type O and early B stars in the CMa OB1/R1 association. Around ½ Myr ago one of the early stars in this association went supernova, 
leaving a 3⁰ large expanding shell in the surrounding neutral hydrogen, plus a a shock front (SNR)  that has pushed out into a ring of emission  nebulosity including the HII regions Sh2-292-296-297 to the W plus a 
number of fainter nebulae to the N and E. The O6.5-V runaway star HD54662 may well have been kicked out of the early CMa OB1 by this SN explosion, that also triggered star formation in the swept up clouds, which 
today are lit up by a patchwork of emission and reflection nebulosity (the CMa OB1/R1), interwoven with dark nebulae (such as L1657-1658). 
 
     Due to the rather low altitude (15⁰) of the area, the transparency of the view tonight is somewhat reduced, and thus the observations (and the snapshots) are not as contrast rich as they can be; The emission 
nebulosity in the head and wings plus the S wing tip of the Seagull are obvious, but the smaller HII clouds (Sh2 295, 293, 298) are only glimpsed. I make a decision however to revisit the CMa-OB1 area closer to 
culmination, and using a larger magnification of ~16x. Sh2-298 (“Thor’s Helmet”) btw is not part of CMa OB1 but rather a combination of an emission arc plus a wind-blown bubble at large distance of ~5 Kpc. 
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     N2316 is a cometary nebula of the same class as the more well-known Herschel’s Variable 
Nebula (N2261). In the telescope at high magnification the nebula is seen to be bi-conical. 
 

     At the center of this type of nebula is a very young (< 10 Myr), lightweight type T-Tauri 
star that is still undergoing gravitational contraction from a young stellar object (YSO)  on 
its way to settling down as a low-mass star on the main sequence.  
 

     The combined emission/reflection nebulosity also hides (in the southern part) a small 2.5 
Myr young star cluster with ~200 members, which is best observed in IR-light (not seen in 
my image). 
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The Seagull SNR and Thor’s Helmet Pre-SN 
 

     It’s an evening in early February (2019-02-03, 21:00 local CEST, UT+1). The new moon is far 
below the horizon towards the NW, so the LP is “well controlled” for my suburban backyard 
condition (~NELM 5.7). Both seeing and transparency are around medium, -- calm here at the 
Earth’s surface with a temp. below freezing at -1⁰C and a moderate humidity (76%), but as the 
dew point is close by at -4⁰C, there’s a light haze building up on the horizon and starting to drown 
out all stars below 20⁰ altitude. Low towards the S, I can only spot δ and ε in the hind leg of Canis 
Major, and higher up there’s a turbulence in the atmosphere resulting in some star twinkling, -- 
but HEY! considering it has been a month since there were clear skies here north of Copenhagen, 
this will have to do, when starry nights are few... 
 

     The season is progressing and the outer rim of the winter Milky Way has already rotated far 
W, but before Orion goes to bed and the window above the Milky Way opens to the spring 
fountain of galaxies, it’s time to say goodbye to the nebulae and OB-associations of our own 
galaxy. My project for tonight is to have a closer look at the Seagull and Thor’s Helmet nebulae 
on the border between Monoceros and Canis Major. 
 
     My star hop is as usual for these objects: from Sirius, first to the nose (θ) of the Big Dog, then 
due E in R.A. till I hit the star-rich region of CMa OB1. My refractor is the small TS 60/630mm @ 
f/4.7, with a 6nm Hα filter, and I start with an overview at 8.8x in a 5⁰ field of view. The Seagull 
is seen with a little more detail than I have observed it previously: the dark “mouth-area” (LDN 
1657) stands out clearly, as do the “knots” of nebulosity around the B2 giant HD52721 (Sh2-293) 
and at the tip of the S wing (Sh2-297). There’s a fine contrast between the 1 Myr old large shell 
of bright Hα-emission so clearly seen in the wings of the Seagull (Sh2-296 / Gum.2, IC-2177), and 
the dark molecular clouds pushed out towards the W by the expanding supernova ionized front. 
The SNR has initiated the star-forming in the region, leaving an abundance of early hot and 
massive stars (CMa OB1), that includes several type O and early B stars lighting up these nebulae 
off the feet of Orion... 
 

     Switching now to a higher magnification of 22x in 1⁰40’ field of view (13mm ETH), I start 
panning N->S down the Seagull profile (Sh2-296): the view is breathtaking at this higher 
magnification, especially in the field that includes the “head” (Sh2-292) of the Seagull; This part 
is lined with dark nebulae (LDN 1657, “the CMa Dark Complex”) which makes for a contrast rich 
dramatic view, that is best studied in dynamic visual observation, and seems somewhat “flat” 
when viewed in a phone snapshot 
 
 
 

     The temperature is dropping, and there’s a thin layer of ice forming on the dew-shield of my 
refractor, so I decide to close the evening with a close-up view of Thor’s Helmet. At 8.8x in a 5⁰ 
field, the Helmet is seen as just a small bi-partite C-shaped smudge, which with intensified 
imagination can be conceived as the N bubble plus the S filament of the object. I do need more 
magnification here... 
 

     Upping the mag. to of 22x in 1⁰40’ field of view, the true character of the object starts to 
emerge. I can now clearly see the extremely hot central star HD56925 (aka WR7, a WN4-class 
Wolf-Rayet star) surrounded by a wind-blown bubble of dust and gas (NGC2359) released by the 
pre-supernova star spasms; Also clearly seen now are the two nebula parts (Sh2-298) stretching 
out NW and SW, forming a filamentary shell which mostly consists of swept-up interstellar gas 
and thus not material shed by the WR7 star. The nebula filaments form the “horns” of the bubble 
“Viking helmet” (or the “ears” of the rabbit head, as you prefer to see it...). 
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      Though mostly known for its OB-associations with emission 

nebulosity, the Seagull area is also rich in interesting open 
clusters, among which are the N2343 and N2353 OCs. 
 

     N2343 is a small OC with~55 stars in a 6’ areacentral in the 
Seagull emission nebula. 
 

     N2353 is a 76 Myr young OC with ~106 members in a 20’ 
area, located near the NE edge of the emission nebulosity 
surrounding the CMa OB1 association  

E edge 

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-id?protocol=html&Ident=WR%207
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      NGC 2353 
is a cluster with OB-stars, found 
between two type early-K red 
giants; The brightest member of 
the cluster is the 6m type O9.7 
giant HD 55879. As seen in a wider 
field, the cluster is located at the 
center of a large figure ‘S’ snake of 
stars, somewhat like a smaller 
version of Cr 70 in Orion’s Belt. 
 
                            NGC 2343  
is a sparse rectangular cluster of 
stars, the brightest being  an 8.5m 
type-K1 orange giant: HD 54387, 
with an 11m companion at only 
10” separation. 
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     The N2506 OC is located at a considerable distance ~3.8 Kpc, at the inner 
edge of the Perseus spiral arm, above the galactic disc in central Monoceros. 
As seen from our solar system, the apparent size is small ~12’, with the 
member stars being of 11m and fainter. 
 

      The brightest ~11m stars are seen in pairs at the E and W edges of the OC 
core, with a relatively empty region in between at the S edge, which -- at 
high magnification -- makes the cluster look a bit like a small version of  the 
Perseus Double Cluster. 
 
  

     N2506 is of late intermediate age ( ~2 Gyr), with a total of ~150 members 
and a high percentage (~50%) of double stars on the MS; At least 12 of the 
binaries have merged to become Blue Stragglers (BSS), while the most 
massive stars on the MS have migrated to the subgiant, red giant and the 
red clump on the CMD. 
 
      

_____ 
 
CMD (below, left):  
Blue Straggler Stars (BSS), Main Sequence Turn-Off (MS-TO), Sub-Giant 
Branch (SGB), Red Giant Branch (RGB), Red Clump (RC ~Horizontal Branch) 

BSS 

MS-TO 

SGB 

RGB 

RC 

(Gaia DR2) 
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Some background info: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Some Star Hops: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Mon-OB1: https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8190118 (Overview) 
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8191876 (Glass @ 44x) 

https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8193735   (Live video @136x) 
  

Mon-R1: https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8214779   (Overview) 
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8214788   (Live video @ 136x) 

  
Mon OB2: https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8234597  ( Overview) 

https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8234603 (Glass @34x) 
  

Mon-R2: https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-8#entry8332154 ( Overview) 
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-8#entry8332171   (Live video @ 136x) 

      

https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8190118
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8191876
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-6#entry8193735
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8214779
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8214788
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8234597
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-7#entry8234603
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-8#entry8332154
https://www.cloudynights.com/topic/565226-classic-rich-field/page-8#entry8332171
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